Overview of Neural Networks: Efficacy in Finance
The applied process of Neural Networks and the cognitive competence of our brain are functionally coterminous. Both the processes learn through different patterns and predict most probable outcomes. However, the function of NNs is very much limited with reference to our real synaptic versatility. The origin of neural networks dates back to the 1940s. McCulloch and Pitts (1943) and Hebb (1949) researched networks of simple computing devices that could model neurological activity and learning within these networks, respectively. Later, the work of Rosenblatt (1962) focused on computational ability in perceptrons, or single-layer feed-forward networks. Proofs showing that perceptrons, trained with the Perceptron Rule on linearly separable pattern class data, could correctly separate the classes truly generated excitement among researchers and practitioners.
NNs are a form of multiprocessor computing system with simple processing elements, high degree of interconnectedness, simple scalar message and adaptive interaction between each element (Smith, 1996) . Each simple element is like our cerebral neurons competent of propagating systematic reception to next one following a layered matrix. This matrix is highly connected and conduits message in a scalar form. They adapt the message and process it to identify an optimal outcome. The main subjectivity of such process minimises the error through a sequential elimination approach. Haykin(1994) states that NNs resemble brain in two ways, first, knowledge is acquired by the network through a learning process and second, interneuron connection strengths known as synaptic weights are used to store the knowledge . Smith (1996) Kutsurelis's (1998) study to examine the financial market this methodology proposes a similar approach. In the light of previous researches undertaken it can be envisaged that in the place of assessing the accuracy of financial forecasting, it can be potentially employed to investigate the effect of audit fee on public or private sector firms. In this discussion it has been proposed to use the network utilising two adaptive functions, one is a Logistic function f(x)=1/(1+exp(-X)) and other one is the Gaussian function f(x)=exp(-X 2 ). Both the functions are utilised in the study undertaken by Kutsurelis. Also these methods were used by both Kartalopoulos (1996) and Haykin (1994) to examine the financial forecasting accuracy. After calculating the functions, each one will be employed as input nodes in the final NNs model. The prior assumption in this instance is drawn upon the concept that NNs is highly effective to identify signals and eliminate noisy data flow.
Particularly over a long period and lagged time series data where unstructured nature and hidden relationship in variables are not correctly identified. Hence it is presumed that such approach would be more appropriate where a sampling 5-10 years data is compiled and collapsed on target firms. Furthermore, least square approximation and random sampling do not always provide a robust calculation. Therefore, a log linearisation approach is more practical in this instance to establish the maxima threshold of parameters.
It would be reasonable to focus these types of research on the backpropagation algorithm learning method. This method has often been employed in many previous researches. Backpropagation algorithm focuses to minimise residual error between NNs output and actual desired output value (Kutsurelis, 1998) . A brief view of backpropagation model is presented below following Dhar and Stein (1996) and Kutsurelis (1998) . The BPN model has been selected for this proposed methodology for two reasons, first, it converges on the error minimisation problem; second, it provides optimal solution to high frequency momentum and learning rates. Following
NNs it is rational to theorise that output node corresponds to 1= positive value, 0=
negative value in terms of the effect of audit fees on the sample firms. The input nodes represent financial ratios that the model will use to predict the effect of audit fees as a whole on the sample pool. The audit fee would be categories into external and internal fees to conclude each ones effect on firms. This would differentiate apparent effects of the each category on the firms. In this approach the ratios used by Altman et. al. (1994) Usually BP uses a gradient descent algorithm which follows the error curvature by moving down the slope. In this study it is imperative to minimise the total squared errors by repeated error elimination process, such as using BNP. The following BP error minimisation models are adapted from Kaastra and Boyd (1996) 
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Where E is the total error of all neural patterns, E n represents the error pattern n, the index n ranges over the set of input patterns, and I refers to the ith output of neuron.
The variable t ni is the desired output for the ith output neuron when the nth pattern is presented, and o ni is the actual output of the ith output neuron when pattern n is presented. The adaptive interface as learning rule to adjust the weight between neuron I and j is defined as: 
(4)
Where h is the presentation number, ni is the error signal neuron I for pattern n, and is the learning rate. The learning rate is a constant of proportionality which determines the size of the weight changes. Essentially the weight changes of neurons are proportional to the impact of the weight from the neurons on the error. The error signal for an output neuron and a hidden neuron are calculated by Eq. (3) and (4) by using simplified partial differential equations. Kaastra and Boyd (1996) suggests that to increase the learning rate, thus to enhance the backpropagation training time without leading to oscillation, a momentum term needs to be included in BP learning rule. They further add that this momentum term determines how past weight changes affect current weight changes. The modified training rule as defined by them is w ij (h+1)= ( ni o ni )+ w ij (h)…………………………………….(5)
However NNs software programme usually provides default values for learning rate and momentum that mostly adjust the high frequency oscillation.
Mainly running the NNs consists of in two fold approaches. First, forwardpass when the outputs are calculated and the error at the output units are calculated; second backpropagating or backwardpass, the output error is used to alter the weights on the output units and the error at the hidden nodes is calculated, subsequently the weights on the hidden nodes are altered using these values. Thus the model optimises error to a minimal threshold. Dhar and Stein (1996) state that by recursive backward propagation such errors are minimised and all the weights are adjusted to converge on error minimisation solution.
Essentially, it is secure to save the data in SPSS and subsequently import the files into NNs software package, Neuroshell 2 as patterned files. The ratios would be converted using SPSS commands to calculate logistic function and Gaussian function values, respectively, i.e., f(x) =1/(1+exp(-X)) and f(x)=exp(-X 2 ). Furthermore, a Ward
Network would be used to train the Network. Ward Network is a BPN with one input layer, three hidden layers and one output layer. Each layer is known as a slab. Each slab is customarily consists of one to sixteen individual neurons depending upon the location within the networks. Each slab has a different activation function. In this research aforesaid two functions are recommended only to restrict the complicated computational procedure.
However the application of Neural Networks in this context is subjective to further rigour of empirical estimation. The essence of robustness can only be established upon critical examination of such rigour, which requires diligence in pooling the data and layering it with necessary commands.
